
BSI Action Manager
...powered by EntropyTM Software.

Faster Closeout of Actions
Automated, predefined workflow from root 
cause analysis to close out of actions.

Enhanced Task Management
Role awareness improves ownership of 
actions and tasks  with automatic 
notifications + escalations.

Visibility into Operations
Real-time data on actions and tasks, 
audit trail history, and version control. 

Resource Efficiency
Reduces burden on resources from 
follow-up activities,  ensuring actions 
are implemented and effective.

Effective Compliance
Consistent and proven format for CAPA 
across people, department and location.

REDUCE COSTS   I MAINTAIN COMPLIANCE   I ANALYZE TRENDS

Effective Corrective and Preventive Action (CAPA) 
management is an integral part of an organization’s 
compliance efforts and critical to any continual 
improvement plan. 

BSI Action Manager – powered by EntropyTM Software –
enables organizations to capture, track, and maintain 
accurate, auditable non-conformance records. BSI Action
Manager provides an end-to-end solution that helps 
companies capture and profile findings from anywhere 
in their operations, conduct investigations to determine 

the root cause of the issue, track the entire action 
management process, implement required changes, and 
ensure that the issue is resolved quickly and effectively. 
Powerful analytics and reporting capabilities, offers 
managers and other stakeholders real-time visibility into 
the nonconformity remediation process – from initiation 
to closure. 

No matter where an issue originates, or how many 
departments it touches, BSI Action Manager 
can effectively manage its resolution.

Bringing Confidence to Compliance
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BSI Action Manager – the framework to drive operational excellence

Low Cost, Subscription Pricing

Working with over 70,000 clients in over 150 countries, BSI is aware of the common challenges faced in the action 
management process.  BSI Action Manager aligns with other management system related processes such as audits, 
nonconformities, incident management - even key findings raised from your BSI audit. It is designed to manage, maintain, and
automate all of your nonconformities, tasks, action plans, and root cause analysis in a fully integrated and auditable manner.  

Imagine if corrective and preventive action management was easy.  It can happen!  
BSI makes it even easier for companies to gain visibility into operational performance.

BSI Action Manager is a quick, easy, economical way to manage all required actions 
of a business system.  

challenge
1. Time intensive, manual

processes with limited 
resources

2. Inconsistent, scattered, 
integrity of data

3. Lack of visibility

4. Overdue actions

solution
1. Automated, out-of-the-box

framework

2. Security, confidentiality
through version control 
and esignatures

3. Dashboards and 
comprehensive 
reporting

4. Notifications and 
automatic escalations

advantage
1. Resource efficiency

2. Right people, right data, 
at the right time

3. Consistent, accurate 
information and 
best practice

4. Timely communication 
and business insight
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